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Because research and development often leads to cost reductions

and quality improvements, policy-makers are interested in the deter

minants of R&D expenditures. For example, if there is a relationship

between size of finn and R&D, policy-makers can gauge whether tech

nological and conmercial opportunities are being fully exploited

given the existing size distribution of finns. In the case of regu

lated industries, incentives to engage in R&D can be adversely

affected by regulators who reduce the gains to irmovat~g finns by

passing cost savings quickly on to customers. -Conversely, regulation

can cut the losses to finns with msuccessful R&D projects by pennitting

prices to rise to cover costs.

With the current emphasis on energy irmovations, the R&D behavior

by electric utilities is of special interest to policy-makers. In a

recent article, Link purported to show a threshold effect for the

relationship between R&D activity by electric utilities and the size

of finns. He finds that R&D divided by operating revenue falls off

beyond a fairly m::>dest size (142 million dollars in operating revenue

for 1972). This result has inlpOrtant policy implications since this

finding may lead one to "... advocate nonnalizing finns to this optimal

size." (Link)

Additional estimates presented here bring Link's empirical results

into question. Three nndifications are made to the Link study: ftmc-

tional fOJ:1Il, s~le size, and test years. These changes reveal the

sensitivity of Link's study to these three elements.
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Flmctional Form

Link tested a node.l of R&D intensity (R&D/Operating Revenue),

and found R/S to be positively related to firm size--as measured by

operating revenue (S):

(1) R/S = aO + alS + e , al>O

However, the appearance of an independent variable in the denominator

of the dependent variable can produce spurious correlation between these

variables--wlUch would bias downward the estimate of al in (1). This

problem does not arise if we consider a quadratic relationship between

the level of R&D and operating revenue:

2
(2) R = aOS + alS + u

where Var(u) = 02S2

Since the error tenn in (2) exhibits heteroscedasticity, dividing

equation (2) by S yields Link's specification, without introducing

spurious correlation. Thus, equation (2) is consistant with equation (1),

and the estimated coefficients can served as a check on that functional

form. These two alternative functional forms were re-estimated with OLS

usfug Link's data. The results are shown in equations (1) and (2) of

Table 1, where R is in tlnusands, S is in millions and N=47.

Although heteroscedasticity in such a cross section is likely, a

comparison of the estimated coefficients suggest that the corrective

procedure implicitly utilized by Link is suspect. The extent of the

,nonlinearity is not fully captured in (1), since the estimate of aa
is IX>sitive (rather than negative, but insignificant), as in (2)) and

the estimate of al is lower in Link's fonnulation than for the quadra

tic form. Furtherrrore, the explanatory power of the Link rrodel falls

far short of the quadratic.
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Table 1

R&D as a Function of Size

(OLS, 1972, Link Sample)

l} Link: RlS = 1.485 + .013S
(2.05 ) (2.63)

R2=.133 , F=6.9Q
N=47

2) Quadratic:

3) W-S:

4) W-S:
(large)

52 w-s:
(small)

R = 109 .. -1. lIS + .0~8S2
(.:48) (- .33) (2.29)

loR = -11.12 + 1.43 loS
(:-5.58) (8 .19)

- In R = -20.77 + 2.22 In S
(2.28) (3.03)

lnR= -8.55+1.19 loS
(-2.92) (4.51)

r=.54 , F=11.85

R2~.598 ,F= 67.1
N=47

2R =.478 , F1 ~10=9.15
N=12 '

2R =.381 , F=20.3
N=35

Data Sources: Link and Federal Power Ca:mrl.ssion

R&D in thousands

Operating revenue in millions
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Another connon functional fonn is the double-log nodel , whose

coefficients can be interpreted as elasticities. In an earlier study,

Wilder and Stansell (W-S) , used a double-log nodel and found that R&D

was quite responsive to finn size--with a ten percent increase in .

size yielding about a fOUI."teen percent increase in R&D. Link objected

to the W-S study on the grounds that the " ... double log specification

constrains the estimated size elasticity of R&D to be constant. II He

wanted to avoid that constraint since he was interested in possible

threshhold relationships. However, the double log functional fonn

can still throw light on possible threshholds by estimating the W-S

nodel for two groups of finns. Link chose $142 million in revenues

(1972) as the break-point, with twelve firms falling above this line

and thirty-five falling below. The double log mdel for Link I S set

of finns (equation 3 in Table 1) is in line with the W-S results for

a larger set of firms. Equations (4) and (5) address the threshhold

issue by splitting the sample in two. Although (5) indicates a higher

R&D elasticity for the set of twelve larger finns than for the thirty

five smaller finns, the difference is not statistically significant at
"'~

a 95 percent level of confidence (Chow test).~" 'Ibis result conflicts

with Link's finding using GLS and a binary dunmy variable for the R&D

intensity equation, where he found a smaller slope for the set of larger

firms. These estiInated elasticities from the double-log functional fonn

bring into question Link's conclusions about a size threshhold.

The drop in explanatory power for the separate nodels is probably due
to the reduction in size variation stenming from splitting up the sample
into two groups.
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Sample Size:

Link's sample of forty-seven finns consists of relatively small

ffpns, the largest of which had operating revenues of 360 million

in 1972. By limiting the sample to finns which only have fossil-

fuel generatiQll, he omitted many larger finns from his sample.

Larger finns with nuclear generating mits were responsible for a

substantial percent of the R&D expenditures by electric utilities.

Table 2 shows the double-log results for one hmdred fifty-nine

electric utilities for 1972. The elasticity is in line with that

estimated by W-S for 1968-70 using this expanded sample (equation (1)).

Separate estimates of the size elasticity for utilities with operating

revenues larger and smaller than $142 million do not support Link's

threshhold hypothesis. Forty-one finns were added to the initial

sample of twelve in the large size class, ranging to over one billion

dollars in opelJating revenues. These additions suggest that the

maxinn.m size of $360 million in the Link sample is not representative

of the industry. In addition, eighty-four finns were added to the

thirty-five finns with operating revenues of less that $142 million.

Test Years:

To detennine 'Whether the basic relationships observed by W-S

have altered over time, the double log !Iodel was estimated using 1976

data. The results for the entire sample and the two svb-samples are

shJwn in Table 2. The update gives additional support to the earlier

results since changes in accomting practices and improvements in re

porting could have affected the fmdamental patterns. These results

again use $142 million °in operating revenues as the cut-off point for

the large-small samples. Note however, that some finns have shifted

from the set of finns d~ined as small to the large set.
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Table 2

R&D as a Function of Firm Size

(015, 1972, 76, large sample)

1972

W-S: In R = -11.07 + 1.444 In Se
(17.99) .

w-s: In R = -10.35 + 1.37 lnS~
small (9.43)

W-S: In R = -10.83 + 1.43 In S
large (6..41) e

W;"S: In R = -8.784 + 1.26 In S
. (23.5) e

W-S: In R;:::; -7.44 + 1.123 In S
small (8.1) e

W-S: In R = -7.89 + 1.19 In Se
large (10.0)

R
2=.68

N=159 F=323.72

R2=.46
N=1J06 F=88.·9

R2=.45
N=53 . F=41.08

R
2=.77

N=171 F=550.5

R2=.47
N=76 F=65.3

R
2=.52

N=95 F=99. 97
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Two alternative splits (not reported here) yielded results

similar to those reported in Table 2. In one instance, Link's thresh

hold was allowed to increase at the same rate as the mean of the entire

sample. In another split, the top fifty-three finns where chosen to

make up the 1976 large-finn sample. The basic conclusions are unchanged-

with the size elasticities of R&D being similar for the two sub-samples~

However,the elasticities may differ over time. For example, in 1974

(not reported here)) the elasticity drops dramatically since operating

revenue rose (~ to price increases) without there being imnediate

increases in R&D programs. Further w:>rk is needed on the stability of

coefficimts over time and the role of other variables (such as cash

flows or profitability).

Conclusion:

The notion that electric utilities might spend relatively nore on

R&D if they were of smaller scale (less than $142 million in 1972) does

not hold up under close examination. Using Link's sample, the double

log functional fonn indicates that R&D is fairly elastic with respect

to size. The conclusion of substantial responsiveness of R&D to size

holds when the sample size is expanded to include a broader set of finns,

and when additional years (].972 , 1976) are considered.

Several caveats ranain. R&D expenditures are only the means to

an end. Policy-makers are ultimately interested in the innovations

(cost reductions and quality improvemmts) stenming from these expendi

tures. Research on this topic is sparse. The effectiveness of R&D has

peen investigated by Smith who concluded that tecl:mological productivity

and finn size were inversely related, but nore work is needed to estimate

indices of innovative output.
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Another point is that the key variable, R&D expenditures, reflects

accotmting procedures and is reported to the Federal Power Comnission

(now the Federal Energy Regulatory Conmission) on an annual basis. This

author's contact with accountants who prepare such reports indicates a

wide variance ~ the comprehensiveness of reported nunbers. Utilities

*have significant latitude as to how they categorize costs. For ex.an:g;>le,

in a state vvhich does not allow R&D in the rate base, a utility might

treat some R&D expenses as capital expenditures for a particular site

(e.g., those related to generalized environmental impacts). Separating

out the general R&D vs. site-specific engineering aspects of the same

proj ect is conceptually difficult and may not be in the utility's interest

(see Linhart, Lebowitz, and Sinden, 1974). Thus, care must be taken when

one tries to derive public policy implications from accounting nunbers

which are rough at best.

~'(

See the author's "Environmental Regua1tions in Florida: Economic Impacts
in Electric Utilities," for documented ex.an:g;>les of the uneven quality of
reported data on environmental facilities and environmental expenditures.
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